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I.  INTRODUCTION 
An apology, offered and accepted, has tremendous power to restore relationships 
between two individuals or entities after one party has breached one of the rules of 
social interaction.  In Japan, the apology occupies a prominent place in the resolution 
of conflicts between individuals and entities and is utilized in both in-court and out-
of-court methods of dispute resolution. 
In the United States, the apology occupies a notably less vaunted position.  
Virtually no use of apology is made in American methods of dispute resolution and a 
general societal disdain for the act of apologizing, at least on the surface, can be 
discerned.  Despite the apparent dislike of apology, there is evidence that Americans 
are often quite interested in both giving and receiving apologies.  The conspicuous 
absence of apology in American society, and in particular in American legal 
mechanisms, constitutes a surprising failure given the importance of both apology 
and forgiveness in Judeo-Christian culture. 
This article proposes that there is room for increased use of apology in the United 
States and in mediation in particular.  Mediation offers the ideal setting for the 
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offering of an apology because of its position outside the traditional strictures of the 
adversarial system and because of its oft-stated goal of reconciling parties and 
preserving relationships.  Similarly, an increased awareness of apology among 
mediators is likely to provide another innovative method for helping parties reach a 
mutually satisfying and beneficial settlement.   
Part II of this Article examines the nature of apology and its transformative 
power.  Part II discusses the use of apology in Japan, while Part IV examines the 
apology as used in the United States.  Part V discusses the symbiotic relationship 
between apology and mediation. 
II.  THE NATURE OF APOLOGY 
Words of apology are a social lubricant which are necessary to keep interactions 
between individuals functioning smoothly.  Apologetic words such as “I’m sorry” 
can be used to express sympathy for a mishap or a condition with which the speaker 
has no connection, such as the expression of sympathy that might be offered upon 
hearing that a friend is ill.  The words “I’m sorry” and “I beg your pardon” can also 
be used to ask indulgence from a stranger or friend for breaching the accepted rules 
of public etiquette, such as when one accidentally cuts in front of another in line or 
bumps into another on the street.  “Apologies” such as these are not the subject of 
this Article.  Instead, this Article focuses on the apology which is sometimes offered 
when one does substantial injury to another, be it a friend or a stranger, whether the 
injury be financial, psychological or physical.  Although the words used in this latter 
type of apology may be the very same words used in the former, they function in a 
manner altogether different.    
The dictionary definition of apology shows that the original meaning of the word 
“apology” implied a defense.  The Oxford English Dictionary lists the Greek root of 
“apology” as apoloyia, which was a speech in defense.2 A speech or work in defense 
of a proposition was the original meaning of the English “apologia”3 and “formal 
justification” or “excuse”4 continue to be listed as definitions of “apology.”5 The 
more generally accepted modern usage of the word, however, is “an expression of 
error or discourtesy accompanied by an expression of regret.”6 It is this modern 
definition that I refer to in discussing apologies in this Article.   
A true apology is a restorative act which attempts to, and often succeeds in, 
restoring a relationship, be it public or private, personal or impersonal, to a state 
similar to the state it was in prior to the imposition of an injury by one party upon 
another.7  Indeed, an apology can often work to place a relationship between two 
                                                                
2See OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY 553 (1989).   
3See, e.g., JOHN HENRY NEWMAN, APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA (Dutton ed., 1934). 
4See WEBSTER’S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY (Tenth ed.  1998). 
5Americans often accompany apologies with justifications for their transgression.  See 
discussion infra notes 169-71 and accompanying text.  
6See WEBSTER’S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY 55.  See also NICHOLAS TAVUCHIS, MEA CULPA: 
A SOCIOLOGY OF APOLOGY AND RECONCILIATION 19 (1991)(stating that a true apology must 
include a general display of regret or sorrow.) [hereinafter TAVUCHIS].   
7See Deborah L. Levi, Note, The Role of Apology in Mediation, 72 NYU L. REV. 1165, 
1167 (1997). 
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individuals on an altogether higher level than it occupied before the injury.8  An 
example cited by Nicholas Tavuchis is that of an argument the author had with a 
close friend in which his friend accused him of misconduct and insensitivity which 
went beyond the actual level of his transgression.9  The author demanded a “full and 
sincere apology,” not knowing exactly what that would entail.10  Days later he 
received a letter expressing regret and asking for forgiveness.11  The apology was 
then repeated in person and both parties agreed to put the matter behind them.12  The 
apology had salvaged the friendship and enabled the individuals to continue in a 
mutually beneficial relationship.   
The power of an apology to restore social relationships is something that all 
children learn early on.  A law professor recounts the story of a hypothetical posed to 
his first year Contracts class in which a long term installment contract is breached 
when on the third delivery the supplier provides only 999 widgets instead of the 
agreed upon 1,000.13  The professor asked the students what they would say if they 
were in the shoes of the seller.14  Finding no one willing to respond, as is so often the 
case in law school classes, the professor’s eye finally fell upon the eager face of the 
eight-year-old child of one of his students.15  Having no recourse, the professor 
called on the child, the only person in the class willing to respond, who said, “I’d say 
‘I’m sorry.’”16  The story illustrates not only the fact that apologizing is a social 
lubricant learned early on by small children, but that its benefits are often forgotten 
by the time one reaches adulthood.   
While sociologists differ on the essential ingredients of an apology, most would 
agree that the core ingredients are two: the offender must be sorry and must express 
regret for having offended the injured party.17  Wagatsuma and Rossett note that a 
true apology must contain five elements: 1) an acknowledgment that an injurious act 
occurred and was wrong, 2) an acknowledgment of fault, 3) willingness to 
compensate the injured party, 4) a promise that the injurious act will not happen 
again, and 5) intention to work for good relations in the future.18  As such, an 
                                                                
8See id.  An apology cannot restore any relationship to the exact state it was in prior to the 
injury because the injured party can never totally erase the event from memory.  See id. at 
1176.  See also TAVUCHIS, supra note 6, at 6 (noting Disraeli’s statement that “apologies only 
account for that which they do not alter.”).   
9See TAVUCHIS, supra note 6, at 1. 
10See id. 
11See id. 
12See id. 
13Stephen B. Goldberg, Eric D. Green & Frank E.A. Sander, Saying You’re Sorry, 3 
NEGOTIATION J. 221 (1987) [hereinafter Goldberg, et al.]. 
14See id. 
15See id. 
16See id. 
17See TAVUCHIS, supra note 6, at 3.  
18See Hiroshi Wagatsuma & Arthur Rosett, 20 LAW & SOCIETY REV. 461, 469-70 (1986) 
[hereinafter Wagatsuma & Rosett].   
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apology is both backward looking and forward looking.19  It recalls the offending act 
and looks toward the possibility of restoration of a harmonious relationship.   
An apology is a diplomatic act in which the offender places herself in an inferior 
position to the offended party and asks for forgiveness.20  The apology is an 
acknowledgment that there is no excuse or justification for the behavior that 
occurred.21  The offending act has breached the accepted norms of interpersonal 
relations and the offender is at fault for acting as she did.  The acknowledgment of a 
breach places the apologizer in a morally inferior position to the offended party, who 
has been asked for forgiveness.  The offended party is consequently placed in a 
morally superior position from which she can either choose to forgive or not.22  As 
such, apology can be seen as a ritual in which the apologizer exploits the inferior 
position, in which she has voluntarily placed herself, in the hopes of restoring a 
relationship to its pre-injury, well-functioning state.23  
The forgiveness of the offended party is the natural goal of an apology whether 
the desire for forgiveness is stated or merely implied.24  Forgiveness is thus the mate 
of apology.  It completes the circle of interaction and enables the restoration of a 
normally functioning relationship.25  Although an apology may be incomplete 
without an accompanying act or sign of forgiveness, there is some evidence that an 
apology may serve a useful social purpose even in the absence of forgiveness.  
Wagatsuma & Rosett note that an apology can be successful where there are “the 
beginnings of forgiveness.”26  A mere agreement that the parties will coexist 
peacefully in the future, without an explicit statement of forgiveness may satisfy the 
forgiveness requirement and result in the restoration of a smoothly functioning 
relationship.27 
It is possible that the mere diplomatic act of placing oneself in a morally inferior 
position and placing the offended party in a morally superior position may be 
productive or at least emotionally satisfying to both parties after an injury.  Studies 
conducted on criminal-victim mediation programs in the United States reveal that 
offering an apology to the victim is an important issue for 90% of the offenders who 
voluntarily choose to participate in such a program.28  Thus, there may be an innate 
desire on the part of some offenders to apologize for their injurious acts even in the 
absence of forgiveness.  Receiving an apology is an important issue for 75% of 
                                                                
19See id. at 475. 
20See TAVUCHIS, supra note 6, at 17. 
21See id. at 33.   
22See Letitia Hickson, The Social Contexts of Apology in Dispute Settlement: A Cross-
Cultural Study, 25 ETHNOLOGY 283, 290 (1986).   
23See id. 
24See id. at 283. 
25See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 477 . 
26See id.   
27See id. 
28See MARK S. UMBREIT, VICTIM MEETS OFFENDER: THE IMPACT OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 
AND MEDIATION 22 (1994).   
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victims who decided to engage in the mediation program.29  In a victim-offender 
mediation program in Great Britain, one example shows that an apology can be 
gratifying to the victim even if she chooses not to forgive the offender.30  A victim of 
a burglary and physical assault by an eighteen-year-old agreed to meet with the 
offender in the presence of a mediator.31  During the conference the burglar/assaulter 
apologized for his acts.32  The victim refused to forgive at that point in time, but later 
stated that she found the offering of an apology to be highly gratifying.33  Thus, the 
mere offering of an apology in the absence of corresponding forgiveness may have 
significant emotional benefits for both parties. 
A key issue for the offended party, whether she chooses to forgive or not, is the 
sincerity of the party apologizing.  One commentator notes that in order for an 
apology to work, the injured party must be convinced that the apologizer believes 
she was at least partially responsible for an act that harmed the offended party, and 
feels regret for the act.34  The apologizer convinces the offended party that she is 
worthy of being forgiven through the sincerity of the apology.35  It is for this reason 
that written apologies are often not as effective as oral apologies given in person.  
Through observing the demeanor and facial expressions of the apologizer, the 
injured party can better gauge whether or not the offender truly regrets his act.36  The 
timing of an apology is also important in evaluating the sincerity of the apologizer.37  
An apology offered too quickly or too glibly may be dismissed as inauthentic.38  In 
general, where both parties to an apology are involved in an ongoing relationship 
that has ceased to function smoothly because of a serious breach by the offender, it is 
best to allow the injured party to recount his story before the apology is offered.  The 
apology can thereby reflect full comprehension of the injured party’s loss.39 
An apology that is not sincere, or which fails to communicate to the offended 
party a true sense of regret over the injury will not serve the purposes of a real 
apology.  Often, the key to an effective apology lies in the psychological orientation 
of the parties.  Rubin and Brown have observed that a person’s heightened sensitivity 
to interpersonal relationship issues can affect whether an apology is desired, actually 
                                                                
29See id. at 73. 
30See MARTIN WRIGHT, JUSTICE FOR VICTIMS AND OFFENDERS: A RESTORATIVE RESPONSE 
TO CRIME 121 (1991) [hereinafter WRIGHT, JUSTICE FOR VICTIMS AND OFFENDERS]. 
31See id. 
32See id. 
33See id.   
34See Levi, supra note 7, at 1174. 
35See TAVUCHIS, supra note 6, at 23. 
36See id.   
37See id. 
38See id. 
39See Goldberg, et al., supra note 13, at 223.   
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given, and if given, whether it is successful.40  In a study of the interdependence of 
negotiators, they have reported that individuals with a high level of interpersonal 
orientation (IO) are generally attentive to interpersonal relations and often take the 
opposing party’s actions seriously.41  Conversely, individuals with low IOs are both 
more likely to desire an apology and to offer one in response to a request.42  Denying 
an apology, or making an insincere apology, to a high IO individual can undermine 
any chance of reconciliation.43  One mediator recounts the story of a plaintiff 
company that alleged fraud by the defendant company with whom it had a 
continuing relationship.44  The owner of the plaintiff company demanded that the 
settlement agreement include an apology and refused to sign without one.  The 
representative of the defendant company did not care at all about apologizing, and 
was certainly willing to apologize if it would mean reaching a settlement.45  In the 
end, while a written apology was included in the settlement agreement, the half-
hearted and insincere manner in which the apology was offered precluded the 
possibility of a continued relationship between the two companies.46  Full 
reconciliation had not been achieved.47 
In addition, for the sincerity of the apologizer to be believed by the offended 
party, the intensity of the apology must be responsive to the intensity of the harm.48  
Where someone has received a physical injury the effects of which may linger for 
years, a brief “I’m sorry” is unlikely to have any effect on the victim.49  A more 
serious and detailed apology, displaying the offender’s understanding of the victim’s 
plight, is necessary in order to even potentially ameliorate the victim’s 
circumstances.50  Conversely, a brief apology may suffice where the offending act 
has a less severe impact.51   
There is some dispute as to what types of injuries lend themselves to the 
ameliorative effects of an apology.  One commentator has suggested that there are 
clearly some injuries that are too offensive for an apology because they are 
                                                                
40See JEFFREY Z RUBIN & BERT R. BROWN, THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF BARGAINING & 
NEGOTIATION 158-59 (1975). 
41See id. 
42See id. 
43See id. 
44See Levi, supra note 7, at 1184. 
45See id. 
46See id. 
47See id. 
48See Ken-ichi Ohbuchi, Nariuki Agarie & Masuyo Kameda, Apology as Aggression 
Control: Its Role in Mediating Appraisal of and Response to Harm, 56 J. OF PERSON. AND 
SOC. PSYCH. 219, 220 (1989). 
49See id. 
50See id. 
51See id. 
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essentially unforgivable.52  A murder would be an example of an offense for which 
an apology to the victim’s relative (another victim of the crime) would seem 
unsuited.53  Other commentators suggest that apologies are only suitable for non-
economic psychological injuries.54  Such opinions, while intuitively correct, may 
inadvertently undervalue the tremendous transformative power an apology 
sometimes has.  Deborah Tannen relates the story of a woman involved in a class 
action suit over the Dalkon Shield.55  Due to the injuries the victim received from the 
intrauteran device, she had to undergo a hysterectomy, forego having the children 
she desperately wanted, and was forced to live in continual pain.56  Despite the 
severity and duration of her pain and suffering she was more interested in an apology 
than in monetary damages, stating that she wanted the company officials “to 
apologize to me; that would be worth millions.”57  Continued attempts by the Korean 
government to get the Japanese government to apologize for its murderous acts 
during World War II as well as recent interest in whether the Pope would apologize 
for the Catholic Church’s role in the Holocaust suggest a possible benefit for apology 
even in the case of the most horrendous crimes.58  
It is important to note that apologies need not be between two individuals.  In 
fact, at least four types of apologies can be observed: 1) an apology by an individual 
to another individual, 2) an apology from a group to an individual, 3) an apology 
from an individual to a group, and 4) an apology from one group to another group.59  
Of course, the method of successfully offering the apology may differ according to 
the type of apology.  While a private apology may suffice in a dispute between two 
individuals, an apology on the part of one country to another is meaningless if the 
apology is offered privately by one head of state to another.60 
III.  THE APOLOGY IN JAPAN 
It has been noted that in Japan it is a basic assumption that apology plays a part in 
the resolution of every conflict.61  In a society in which group membership is an 
important part of identity, the apology plays a major role in maintaining harmonious 
relationships and a sense of “insideness” when social norms are broken.62  Examples 
                                                                
52See TAVUCHIS, supra note 6, at 25-26. 
53See id. at 26. 
54See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 487. 
55See DEBORAH TANNEN, THE ARGUMENT CULTURE 148 (1998) [hereinafter TANNEN, THE 
ARGUMENT CULTURE].   
56See id. 
57See id. 
58See Yossi Klein, et al., Zionism’s Gift, THE NEW REPUBLIC, Apr. 10, 2000, at 6; 
Editorial, THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, Mar.  30, 2000, at A14. 
59See TAVUCHIS, supra note 6, at 69-110. 
60See id. at 98. 
61See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 462. 
62See id. at 466. 
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of the importance of apology in Japan can be found in certain cultural examples as 
well as in the Japanese legal structure and legal norms. 
A.  The Cultural Context 
The importance of apology in Japanese culture can be seen in a version of one of 
Aesop’s Fables which is commonly taught to children in Japan.63  As told in the 
West, the story involves a mouse who brags to his cohorts that he is not afraid of a 
lion sleeping nearby.64  To prove his fearlessness to his friends, the mouse jumps on 
the head of the lion.65  The lion awakens and captures the mouse.  The mouse 
attempts to negotiate with the lion, promising that if he is freed, he will someday 
save the life of the lion.66  The lion finds the mouse’s promise ridiculous but releases 
him because he is not hungry.67  One day the lion is trapped in a hunters net and the 
mouse arrives to chew the net, freeing the lion and fulfilling his promise.68  The lion 
thus learns that even a seemingly unimportant creature such as a mouse is worth 
having as a friend.69  
In the Japanese version of the same fable, the mouse does not begin by boasting 
to his friends, who do not even appear in the story.70  Rather, the careless mouse 
accidentally stumbles onto the head of the lion.71  The lion awakens and grabs the 
mouse.72  The mouse proceeds to apologize over and over again for his impolite 
behavior.73  The lion pities the mouse and releases him.74  The mouse expresses 
gratitude to the lion for his kindness and generosity.75  Years later, when the lion 
becomes trapped in the net, the mouse returns and repays the kindness to the lion by 
releasing him.76  The lion apologizes for having acted arrogantly towards the mouse 
during their previous encounter and the two become faithful friends.77 
The Japanese version of the tale transforms the story into a lesson on apologies, 
despite the fact that in the Western version of the fable a single apology does not 
                                                                
63See id. 
64See id. 
65See id. 
66See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 462. 
67See id. 
68See id. 
69See id.   
70See id. 
71See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 462. 
72See id. 
73See id. 
74See id. 
75See id. 
76See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 462. 
77See id. 
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appear.  The Japanese version underscores the importance of mutual interdependence 
that is a hallmark of Japanese culture.78  Numerous sociologists have noted that 
Japanese social norms not only condone, but actually encourage, dependent behavior 
on the part of adults.79  Hierarchical relations, whether they be within the family, at 
the office, or in society at large, are a fundamental part of Japanese culture.80 The 
complex hierarchical structure is held in place by an interlocking system of 
obligations binding both parties to a relationship to each other.  Thus, for example, 
while a corporate employee owes a duty of loyalty and diligence to her superior at 
the office, the superior also owes a duty of protection and nurturing to his 
subordinate.81  Similarly, just as the mouse in the fable owes a duty of respect to the 
superior lion, the lion also has a duty to treat the inferior mouse with nurturing 
leniency.  The mouse becomes indebted to the lion for the lion’s generosity in setting 
him free, but returns the generosity in setting the lion free, which binds the two 
parties further and enables a closer relationship in the future. 
The Japanese version of the fable also underscores the prevalence of mutual 
apologies in Japan.  In the story, both the lion and the mouse end up apologizing to 
each other.  It has been noted that many Japanese believe it is beneficial to apologize 
even when they believe the other party is at fault.82  Thus, disagreements between 
two individuals or even situations in which one individual has been physically 
injured by another, often end with both parties apologizing profusely to each other.83  
In Japan, apologizing is a sign of an individual’s desire to restore or maintain a 
positive relationship with the other party despite the temporarily disruptive harmful 
act.84  In Japan, unlike in most Western cultures, adults do not lose the knowledge 
which is intuitive to most young children; an apology can be an effective means of 
restoring a broken relationship to a normally functioning condition.85  
It is important to note that apology in Japan does not substitute for making 
reparations.  Instead, apology is most often offered, at least in situations which might 
result in legal liability, in tandem with an offer to make reparations for an injury.86  
An offer by an offender to the injured party to make financial reparations alone, 
made in the absence of an apology, will often be rejected because a person too 
                                                                
78See generally, TAKEO DOI, THE ANATOMY OF SELF (1986). 
79See, e.g., RUTH BENEDICT, THE CHRYSANTHEMUM AND THE SWORD, 98-113 (1946) 
(discussing the existence of a complex system of interpersonal obligations which encourage 
interpersonal dependence). 
80See id. at 57. 
81See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 468 (discussing the process by which 
Japanese are socialized both to amaeru [to be succored], and to amayakasu [to be nurturing to 
others]). 
82See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 472. 
83See Deborah Tannen, I’m Sorry, I Won’t Apologize, N.Y. TIMES, July 21, 1996, Wed. 6, 
34 [hereinafter, Tannen, I’m Sorry, I Wont’t Apologize]. 
84See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 472. 
85See Discussion, supra notes 13-16 and accompanying text. 
86See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 487. 
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willing to offer to pay damages is thought to be lacking in sincere regret.87  Similarly, 
a mere apology, offered in the absence of a willingness to make financial restitution, 
is usually not enough to satisfy most plaintiffs.88 
A story recounted by an American professor living in Japan illustrates the 
tremendous power an apology can have in that country.89  The professor had recently 
renewed his passport at the American consulate in Tokyo.90  The professor’s new 
passport did not have his work visa printed in it as only the proper Japanese 
government agency is authorized to stamp foreigners’ passports with visas.91  The 
professor then attempted to leave the country without a visa, something considered a 
serious offense in Japan.92  Japanese customs officials detained him at the airport and 
questioned him about the absence of a visa in his passport.93  The professor 
immediately tried to explain why the passport lacked the visa which only seemed to 
further annoy the customs officers.94  Only when the professor changed his mind and 
began apologizing for his mistake did the customs officers release him from 
custody.95 
The story illustrates two important characteristics of apology as used in Japan 
which may distinguish it from apology as used in the United States.  First, while an 
American apology is often accompanied by an excuse or explanation of why the 
offending party did what he did, less emphasis is laced on the explanation or 
justification in Japan.96  Thus, the customs officers are more concerned with the fact 
that the professor was apologizing than with his explanation of how he happened to 
end up in that particular situation.   
Second, in Japan, less of an emphasis may be placed on the sincerity of the 
speaker when offering an apology than is usually the case when an apology is 
offered in the United States.97  The Japanese are accustomed to acting within the 
framework of prescribed social interaction, which sometimes requires saying things 
in order to smooth the waters even when one does not necessarily believe what one is 
saying.98  The Japanese refer to what is stated to others, in order to be polite or in 
order to follow the rules of social interaction, as tatemae.99  The Japanese refer to the 
                                                                
87See id. 
88See id. 
89See id. at 490.   
90See id. 
91See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 490. 
92See id. 
93See id. 
94See id. 
95See id.   
96See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 472. 
97But see discussion, supra notes 168-70 and accompanying text. 
98See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 472. 
99See id. 
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true sentiment which often goes unexpressed as honne.100  The dichotomy between 
tatemae and honne is part of daily existence in Japan and undoubtedly influences the 
way the Japanese view apologies.101  For example, recognizing that a certain amount 
of insincerity may be inherent in the apologies offered every day for minor breaches 
of social norms, the customs officers are unconcerned whether the American 
professor is really sorry for what he did.102  What matters is that the professor has 
offered his apology, sincere or not, signaling an acceptance of the rules of social 
behavior and a willingness to conform to those rules in the future.103  As the 
examples below show, however, concern with the sincerity of the apologizer on the 
part of the injured party may increase with the severity of the injury and with the 
extent to which the apologizer wishes to redefine, as opposed to reinforce, social 
norms. 
B.  Japanese Criminal Law 
Although Japanese criminal law makes no explicit mention of apologies, it is 
widely recognized that the offering of an apology is an important aspect of criminal 
law enforcement by police, prosecutors, and judges.104  The failure to apologize for a 
breach of criminal laws can lead to prosecution, whereas the offering of an apology 
can lead to lenient treatment. 
Police often “request” letters of apology (shimatsusho) from Japanese citizens 
who commit minor infractions.  It is unknown how frequently such letters are 
requested, but one commentator has noted that police keep sample letters on file for 
offenders to copy, suggesting a practice that is quite widespread.105  An example of 
the use of shimatsusho can be seen in the case of a police officer who caught a 16-
year-old high school student on a motorcycle he had stolen from a parking lot.106  
Although the student said he had borrowed the motorcycle from a friend, the officer 
doubted the story and further investigation revealed that the youth did not have a 
driver’s license.107  Not wishing to treat the crime as a theft because of the 
seriousness of such a charge, the officer called the boy’s father to the station and 
asked both the boy and his father to sign shimatsusho admitting to driving without a 
license.  The letter stated in part “I regret deeply what I have done and I pledge 
                                                                
100See DOI, supra note 78. 
101
 See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 472. 
102See id. 
103Conversely, Americans, who do not live daily with the dichotomy between tatemae and 
honne, are much more likely to be concerned with whether the apologizer is being sincere.  
This may account for the less frequent use of apologies in the United States.  See discussion, 
infra notes 103-06 and accompanying text. 
104See John A. Haley, Comment: The Implications of Apology, 20 LAW AND SOCIETY REV. 
500 (1986) [hereinafter, Haley, The Implications of Apology].   
105See DAVID BAYLEY, FORCES OF ORDER: POLICE BEHAVIOR IN JAPAN AND THE UNITED 
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106See id. 
107See id. 
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myself never again to ride a motorcycle without obtaining a driver’s license.108  
Please deal with me leniently this time.”109  The police officer noted that if the 
motorcycle was indeed stolen, the father would deal with his son, and if the boy had 
indeed borrowed the bike, he would know not to drive without a license.110  Either 
way, according to the police officer, the matter had been effectively disposed of.111  
In those cases where police do decide to press charges and thus hand the matter over 
to prosecutors, the offering of an apology is a factor in whether prosecutors, who 
have tremendous discretion on whether to prosecute,112 decide to press charges.113  
Those who express remorse for a crime, cooperate with authorities, and reach 
accommodation with the victim through the offering of an apology and restitution 
are much less likely to face prosecution.114 
Assuming that a criminal act does end up being prosecuted in the courts, 
apologizing for the crime is likely to be a significant factor in determining how the 
defendant is treated.  Japanese judges believe that if a defendant does not show 
remorse for having committed a crime, he is more likely to commit the crime 
again.115  In a system in which the main focus is deterrence and rehabilitation, the 
offering of an apology becomes a major issue in deciding how to deal with a guilty 
defendant.116  The lack of an apology is likely to result in a more severe 
punishment.117  One Japanese judge was known for refusing to allow the defendant to 
leave the courtroom even after conviction and sentencing until he expressed remorse 
for committing the crime.118 
In the typical scenario, a criminal defendant who has confessed to a crime 
apologizes to the crime victim, asks for forgiveness, and seeks to make restitution.119  
In return, the defendant usually asks for and often receives letters from the victim 
stating that restitution has been made and expressing the victim’s wish that no further 
                                                                
108See id. 
109Wagatsuma &Rosett, supra note 18, at 490. 
110See id. 
111See id.   
112See KEIHO, art. 248. 
113See Haley, The Implications of Apology, supra note 104, at 500. 
114See id. at 501. 
115See id. 
116This can be contrasted with the American approach which is typified by the comment of 
an American District Court Judge that “what concerns me most is that the defendant, whether 
convicted or not, leaves my courtroom feeling that he has had a fair trial.”  American judges 
are thus less interested in the individual circumstances of both the victim and the offender than 
are their Japanese counterparts.  See id.  at 502. 
117See Wagatsuma & Rosett, supra note 18, at 483. 
118See John O. Haley, Confession, Repentance and Absolution, in MEDIATION AND 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 200 (1989) [hereinafter, Haley, Confession]. 
119This practice is not limited to non-violent property crimes.  See discussion, infra notes 
72-74 and accompanying text. 
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punishment be imposed.120  In a case in which an American resident of Tokyo had 
his house burned down by a burglar in a bungled attempt to destroy evidence of the 
crime, the arsonist was arrested and charged, and intermediaries arranged for the 
owner of the house to meet with the suspect’s father.121  The father first apologized 
and offered to pay the entire amount of the damage, but the American owner refused, 
noting that the house was insured.122  Only after the intermediary explained that 
accepting restitution is customary did the owner agree to accept payment for all the 
uninsured furnishings in the house.123  In return, the owner wrote a letter to the 
authorities explaining that compensation had been made.124 
A Japanese attorney teaching in the United States has related the story of 
defending two American soldiers stationed in Japan who were accused of raping a 
Japanese woman.125  The victim had charged the two by affidavit and then left the 
country with a third soldier.126  The attorney advised his clients to pay the victim a 
sum of money and receive a letter from her stating that she had been fully 
compensated and that she absolved the soldiers completely.127  The soldiers paid the 
woman $1,000 and received the letter in return.128  After listening to the lawyer’s 
argument that it would be unconstitutional to convict on the basis of an affidavit, the 
judge asked the defendants if they wished to say anything.129  The soldiers 
immediately replied “We are not guilty, your honor.”130  The lawyer cringed; it had 
not occurred to him that the soldiers might not offer apologies.131  The defendants 
received the maximum penalty without suspension, a rarity in Japan.132  Most 
notably, according to the attorney, Japanese students react immediately upon hearing 
what the American soldiers said.  They know that the refusal to apologize in such a 
situation inevitably leads to severe sanctions.133 
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125John Haley, Sheathing the Sword of Justice in Japan: An Essay on Law Without 
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C.  Japanese Civil Law 
Although apology is rarely mentioned in most Japanese laws, it does play a part 
in actions for libel, where an apology can constitute a mitigating factor if offered by 
a defendant.134  Courts can order the printing of a public apology (shazai kokoku) in 
a national newspaper where there is a finding that the defendant libeled the 
plaintiff.135  In a study of 45 libel cases form 1980 to 1993, 27 of the cases involved 
claims for both damages and apologies, while the remainder involved claims for 
damages only.136  Clearly, the offering of an apology is a desired remedy for 
plaintiffs even where both the plaintiff and the defendant are large corporations.  In 
1994, the East Japan Railway Company (JR) sued the publisher of one of the most 
widely distributed weekly news magazines in Japan.137  JR claimed it had been 
libeled by a continuing series of articles claiming that rumors existed that the rail 
company was using some company funds to pay off extortionists.138  JR halted all 
sales of the magazine at its train station kiosks, which accounted for 12% of the 
magazine’s sales, prompting the magazine to file for an injunction to force the rail 
company to continue selling the weekly news magazine.139  Before either matter 
could be settled, the publisher agreed to apologize for the series of articles and JR 
dropped its civil libel suit.140  An English language newspaper in Japan noted that 
“now that the publisher has decided to apologize for damaging the reputation of JR 
East, both companies are likely to reach an amicable settlement.”141  Thus, 
vindication through the issuing of a public apology can be at least as large a concern 
as monetary damages even for large corporations. 
Public apologies are often sought after by individuals in claims of negligence 
against large corporations and the government.  In several cases where corporations 
negligently polluted the environment, and a government ministry negligently 
allowed untested drugs to be distributed, resulting in serious injuries, the desire for 
an apology on the part of the plaintiffs became a major factor in resolving the cases.  
A large class action suit filed in 1964 on behalf of children injured by the drug 
Thalidomide, was instituted largely because the government agency responsible 
for142 allowing the drug to be distributed refused to apologize and make 
                                                                
134See MINPO, art. 723. 
135See Masao Horibe, Press Law in Japan, PRESS LAW IN MODERN DEMOCRACIES 330 
(1985). 
136See James J. Nelson, Culture, Commerce and the Constitution: Legal and Extra-Legal 
Restraints on Freedom of Expression in the Japanese Publishing Industry, 15 UCLA PAC.  
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139See id. 
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compensation.143  The plaintiffs and defendants entered settlement negotiations 
during which the ministry agreed to financially compensate the victims but refused 
to apologize.144  The ministry agreed to issue a statement saying the government 
“regretted” the catastrophe rather than make a full apology acknowledging fault.145  
The plaintiffs refused to settle without a full apology, making repeated requests until 
the government gave in.146  In the Minamata pollution cases, a Japanese chemical 
company released toxic substances into the water in southern Japan, poisoning all the 
fish in the area, and thereby causing horrifying human injuries.147  The plaintiffs 
repeatedly insisted on an apology for the physical disfigurements caused by the 
polluters.148  The victims successfully tied apology to economic compensation, 
refusing to accept the company’s offer to apologize until a company official 
prostrated himself before the victims and swore that compensation would be made in 
good faith.149 
Both the Thalidomide and Minamata cases show that apology is used in Japan 
not only to restore harmonious relationships to their previous smoothly functioning 
condition but to actually institute social change.  The Minamata victims sought not 
only compensation, but a new order in which companies would be held accountable 
for negligent polluting in a nation which was at the time the most polluted in the 
world.150  The Minamata litigation resulted in the creation of a special dispute 
resolution system for the investigation and resolution of environmental pollution 
cases as well as stricter laws, which transformed Japan into one of the cleanest 
industrialized countries in the world.151  The issuing of apologies by the defendants 
in both cases did not maintain the social order or the status quo.  The apologies 
acknowledged the legitimacy of the plaintiffs’ protests, thereby paving the way for a 
revised social ordering.152 
One important factor accounting for the relatively frequent use of apologies by 
potential litigants in Japan, compared with the United States, is a relatively smaller 
concern with the liability that might be created by apologizing.  First, Japan is a 
nation with a long history of various methods of alternative dispute resolution 
including mediation, conciliation (chotei) and compromise (wakai) as well as other 
dispute resolution methods, which are similar to hybrid processes such as Med-Arb, 
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144See id. at 184. 
145See id.  
146See id.  
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148See id. 
149See id. 
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which has recently been developed in the United States.153  The goal of these 
processes is to both avoid litigation, which is expensive and time consuming, and to 
reach mutual agreement which can be useful in preserving a long-term relationship 
between the parties.154  Second, when cases do reach litigation, there is evidence that 
Japanese judges do not see the offering of an apology as an admission of liability.155 
The lack of concern with liability repercussions is found in several stories which 
would be almost unimaginable in the United States.  One commentator has recounted 
the story of a Japanese doctor who misdiagnosed a patient’s illness.156  The 
misdiagnosis resulted in substantial inconvenience to the patient but no lasting 
injury.  The physician went to the patient’s house, apologized sincerely, and 
presented a payment of 50,000 yen to compensate for the inconvenience.157  Such an 
act on the part of an American physician is unthinkable.   
Similarly, the actions of Japan Air Lines executives after a fatal crash in 1982 
reveal a total lack of concern for liability consequences.  The crash was an act of 
suicide by a pilot who had been having problems with depression, and who flew his 
plane into Tokyo Bay, killing all on board.158  The president of Japan Air Lines 
personally visited all the families of the crash victims, prostrating himself before 
them, apologizing, and offering economic compensation.159  Most significantly, no 
lawsuits were ever filed by any of the victims in the case.160  Thus, in Japan, the 
successful use of an earnest apology made in conjunction with economic reparations 
can be seen to reduce the potential for lawsuits. 
Conversely, the lack of an apology may actually increase the likelihood of 
litigation in certain situations.  American drivers are usually instructed by their 
insurance companies to say nothing after a fender-bender so as to avoid admitting 
fault.  For American drivers, an apology is out of the question.  Conversely, when a 
fender-bender occurs in Japan, both drivers typically emerge from their cars, bow to 
each other, claim responsibility and apologize.  In one instance, when an American 
living in Japan was involved in a car accident with a Japanese driver, the American 
simply exchanged information with the Japanese driver but did not express regret or 
apologize, consistent with American social custom.161  The Japanese driver was so 
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enraged by the American’s Failure to express regret over the accident that he actually 
sued him, an action rarely resorted to in Japan.162  
It is important to note that some readers may jump to the conclusion that apology 
plays a stronger role in the resolution of Japanese disputes because Japanese are 
naturally non-litigious people and thus seek an alternative means by which to resolve 
their disputes.163  In fact, resort to litigation in Japan is much less frequent than it is 
in the United States.164  Yet, it may be that it is the existence of apology in Japanese 
culture, and the ability of potential litigants to resort to apology, that accounts in part 
for the lower rate of litigation in Japan.165  Potential litigants may be more likely to 
find their psychological as well as economic needs met before a case ever gets to 
trial. 
IV.  THE APOLOGY IN THE UNITED STATES 
A.  The Cultural Context 
The apology as used in the United States differs in certain aspects from the 
apology that is commonly used in Japan.  First, as many American visitors to Japan 
and Japanese visitors to the United States have noticed, Americans apologize much 
less frequently than do the Japanese.166  In addition, the less serious the injury, the 
more likely an American is to apologize.  In fact, Americans reserve the most 
flowery apologetic language, words such as “I’m terribly sorry” and “I beg your 
pardon,” for those situations, which are least serious, such as when one bumps into a 
stranger on the street.167 
The American apology is much more likely to be accompanied by an explanation 
of why the behavior in question occurred.168  Thus, upon arriving at work late, an 
American employee is likely to say to her superior “I’m sorry I’m late, the trains 
were backed up,” or offer a similar excuse or justification for being late.  Conversely, 
a Japanese employee arriving late at the office will most often apologize without 
offering an explanation for her tardiness.  One explanation for the different approach 
to offering an apology in the United States may lie in the egalitarian nature of 
American society.  An apology offered without an explanation places the apologizer 
in a lower position vis a vis the offended party.169  The apologizer admits fault and 
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asks for forgiveness from the offended party who has been placed in a morally 
superior position.  Such an approach is in keeping with the hierarchical nature of 
Japanese society.  Americans, for whom the notion of egalitarianism is fundamental 
to cultural identity, despite the realities of hierarchy that are a necessary element of 
almost any work environment, may be extremely uncomfortable with the strata 
created by an apology offered without an explanation.  In the United States, an 
explanation or justification offered without an apology acknowledging fault is 
usually accepted as an apology, especially if it is accompanied by an expression of 
the intention not to let the same problem arise in the future.170 
A second explanation for the reduced role of apology in the United States may be 
the American emphasis on internal emotional consistency.171  Thus, the Japanese 
dichotomy between tatemae and honne, which is an acknowledged part of daily 
social interaction in Japan, has no place in American social interaction, or at least 
goes unrecognized in the United States.  When Americans have conflicting emotions 
towards one object, they tend to repress one emotion so as to create internal mental 
consonance.  While Americans have the same conflicting emotions as the Japanese, 
they tend to identify those emotions as hypocritical and not admit to ambivalent 
feelings.172  Thus, the customs officer’s lack of concern for the sincerity of the 
professor’s apology in the story recounted above would be an anomaly in the United 
States.173  The American fixation on the sincerity of the regret expressed by the party 
offering the apology may well reduce the frequency of apologies in the United 
States.174  It is difficult to determine whether an apologizer is sincere in many 
instances.  Thus, the party offering the apology may fear that the apology will not be 
believed by the offended party and the offended party may in fact tend to doubt that 
the proffered apology expresses the internal state of mind of the apologizer.175  
In addition to the more infrequent use of apology in the United States, at least 
one commentator has pointed out the significant differences in the approach taken to 
apologies by the two genders.176  Women tend to use apology much more frequently 
than men, and some women even apologize as a “conversational ritual.@ 
punctuating numerous statements every day with the words “I’m sorry.”177  Deborah 
Tannen gives the example of a woman who, discovering that someone is smoking a 
cigarette in a public area, asks the smoker to put out his cigarette.  The woman says 
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“I’m terribly sorry but I have asthma, would you please put your cigarette out?”178  A 
purely rational criticism of the woman’s statement might see the use of an apology as 
superfluous or at least unnecessarily demeaning, as the woman would seem to have 
the right to ask someone to put out a cigarette in a public area.  The fact is that the 
woman in this case succeeded in getting what she wanted; the man put out his 
cigarette.  It is possible that women in the United States understand the usefulness of 
apology better than men and that understanding may derive from the traditionally 
subservient position occupied by women relative to men in American culture.179 
Conversely, American men would seem to have an antipathy for apologizing, at 
least compared to American women.  In another article, Tannen notes that it seems 
as if there is an unspoken rule that real men do not apologize.180  Tannen recounts a 
story from the movie Crimson Tide, in which Gene Hackman plays a hardened and 
authoritarian Navy captain and Denzel Washington plays the lieutenant commander 
who bucks the captain’s order and refuses to launch a nuclear warhead, thereby 
averting nuclear war.181  In the end, the lieutenant is rewarded for his courage with a 
promotion.  The captain turns to his lieutenant and says “You were right and I was 
wrong .  .  .  about the lipizzaners,” referring to a dispute about lipizzaner horses the 
two characters had had earlier in the film.182  The message sent by the captain’s 
refusal to apologize is that those who hold real positions of power in society need not 
humiliate themselves by apologizing. 
At times, American society seems to take a clearly hostile view of apology, 
perhaps because apology is viewed as a sign of weakness.183  Hillary Clinton 
“apologized” for the failed health care reforms of the early years of the Clinton 
administration by saying “I regret very much that the efforts on health care were 
badly misunderstood, taken out of context and used politically against the 
administration.  I take responsibility for that, and I’m very sorry for that.”184  
Although the quote indicates that her statement was not even a real apology since 
Clinton was not indicating that the fault lay with her actions,185 her statement came 
under intense criticism.  One political scientist said: “To apologize for substantive 
things you’ve done raises the white flag.  There is a school of thought in politics that 
you never say you’re sorry.  The best defense is a good offense.”186  A woman in the 
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Florida state cabinet stated: “I’ve seen women who overapologize, but I don’t do 
that.  I believe you negotiate through strength.”187 
In contrast to Japanese authorities who are often persuaded to forgive 
transgressors through the use of apology, American authorities have the opposite 
reaction to the offering of apologies.  The story of a Japanese woman entering the 
United States illustrates the different approach taken in this country.  Customs 
officials found the Japanese woman to be in possession of a large amount of 
American currency which she had not correctly reported on the customs entry 
form.188  Because the officials did not suspect that the possession of cash was related 
to the illegal activities the regulation was intended to discourage, the customs 
officials released the woman.189  She sought advice from a Japanese bank official 
living in California.190  Rather than advising the woman to see a lawyer, the bank 
official, in typical Japanese fashion, advised her to write a letter to the Customs 
officials, acknowledging her breaking of the law, apologizing profusely, and begging 
forgiveness.191  The letter became the basis for the insistence on the part of the 
Department of Justice that the woman be prosecuted.192  
The American legal system makes virtually no accommodation for apology.  
Neither criminal nor civil defendants are asked to apologize to those they injured or 
to the society whose rules they have broken.  An American defendant who is found 
guilty or liable is likely to believe that either accepting punishment or paying 
damages will end further responsibility for the violation.  The expression of personal 
contrition directly to the injured party is almost unheard of in both criminal and civil 
litigation.  It has been suggested that were an American judge or other authority to 
try to force an apology as part of a settlement of a dispute, the apology would most 
likely be perceived as “insincere, personally degrading, or obsequious.”193 
Despite the apparent absence of apology in almost all areas of the law, apology 
does have a limited legal history in Western culture.  Martin Wright points out that in 
18th Century England, criminal law was essentially carried out by crime victims, 
who decided whether to bring prosecutions and what the charges would be.194  This 
left criminal prosecution in the hands of those wealthy enough to pursue 
prosecution.195  It was seen almost as a failure to go to trial, however.196  Wealthy 
victims of crime utilized the threat of prosecution which would be withdrawn in 
return for restitution and an apology, often in the form of a letter in a local 
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newspaper.197  With the advent of professional prosecutors and the disappearance of 
the victim from the process, the role of apology in English criminal law came to an 
end.198  Apology survives today in modern American criminal law only to the extent 
that an apology could be viewed by a judge as a mitigating factor at a sentencing 
hearing.199  
Apology does, however, continue to exist as an element in libel and defamation 
suits in the English-speaking world.  In England, Church courts retained primary 
jurisdiction over defamation suits.200  Ecclesiastical courts imposed spiritual penalties 
on guilty defendants which involved public penance and public apology to the 
defamed party.201  A defendant typically had to march in a church procession garbed 
in penitential robes and state in a loud voice that he had erred in his statement and 
asked pardon of the victim of defamation.202  The Church’s use of apology was 
passed on to the Common Law when secular courts took jurisdiction of libel and 
defamation cases.  Today, an apology can still be offered by a defendant in a libel 
suit as evidence in mitigating compensatory and punitive damages.203  Some thirty 
states have incorporated the mitigating force of corrections and retractions into libel 
statutes, and seven of those states explicitly mention apology as a factor.204  The very 
limited presence of apology in criminal and libel suits provides the only example of 
apology in modern American law.205 
Perhaps nothing discourages the use of apology in the United States today more 
than the fear of liability.  The American Medical Association (AMA) discourages 
doctors from apologizing for their mistakes for fear that a statement regarding an 
injury will come back to haunt a physician in a malpractice lawsuit.206  The AMA 
takes this approach despite evidence that a patient is more likely to sue if a physician 
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fails to acknowledge her mistake.207  Similarly, American drivers are instructed by 
their insurance companies to avoid admitting fault when they are in a car accident.208  
However, at least one commentator has noted that it is highly unlikely that an insurer 
would succeed in voiding coverage where a negligent driver has apologized.209 Thus, 
whether or not the fear of the creation of liability stemming from apology is justified, 
substantial pressure exists for potential parties to lawsuits to refrain from 
apologizing. 
B.  The Underlying Desire for Apology 
Despite the American disdain for apology on a formal level, a substantial interest 
in both getting other parties to apologize and apologizing oneself can be discerned 
among Americans.  As Haley has suggested, it is almost as if the American tatemae 
says that apology is unacceptable, while the American honne is that American have a 
deep-seated and repressed desire to give and receive apologies.210  
In the criminal arena, victim-offender mediation programs have begun to 
proliferate in North America.  More than 120 such programs currently exist in the 
United States and Canada.211  Advocates for victim-offender mediation believe that 
the process can be beneficial for both the victim and offender.212  The mediation can 
counter resentment on the part of the victim that he is left out of the legal process and 
also can help victims deal with stereotypes, fears and phobias.213 While victim-
offender mediators do not necessarily promote the use of an apology during 
mediations, apology often plays a large part in the process.  As noted above, studies 
of victim-offender mediation programs in the United States reveal that offering an 
apology to the victim is an important issue for 90% of offenders who voluntarily 
decide to participate in such a program.214  Receiving an apology from the offender is 
an important issue for 78% of victims who decide to participate.215 
In the area of medical malpractice, substantial interest in apology can be 
discerned on the part of patients who have been the victim of a physician’s mistake.  
Studies of medical malpractice claims data reveal that when a physician is forthright 
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about what has occurred, apologizing and taking responsibility for the injury, 
patients are less likely to sue.216  A likely explanation for the reduced desire to 
litigate is that an apology can provide patients with the restorative benefits sought by 
others through litigation.217  One study of victims of medical malpractice revealed 
that 98% of respondents expected or desired the doctor’s acknowledgment of the 
error, ranging from simple acknowledgment to several forms of apology.218  
Evidence from Great Britain suggests that victims of medical malpractice are more 
interested in apologies than in monetary compensation.219  One medical malpractice 
lawyer has stated: “I have never seen a malpractice case where the doctor said he 
was sorry or made an effort to show concern for the feelings of the patient and the 
family.”220  The approach of the American medical community to avoid apologizing 
at all costs may therefore be inflicting not only psychological costs on victims of 
malpractice, but also monetary costs on the profession. 
American plaintiffs in civil suits sometimes pursue apology as a remedy for 
injuries incurred.  In a 1980’s lawsuit brought by Nazi concentration camp survivors 
against right wing groups who had claimed that the Holocaust had never occurred, 
apology played a major part.221  The plaintiffs and defendants reached a settlement in 
which the defendants consented to a cash payment and the offering of a public 
apology printed in a local newspaper.222  The statement said: 
The Legion for Survival of Freedom, Institute for Historical Review, .  .  .  
do hereby officially and formally apologize to Mr.  Mel Mermelstein, a 
survivor of Auschwitz-Birkenau and Buchenwald, and all other survivors 
of Auschwitz for the pain, anguish and suffering he and other Auschwitz 
survivors have sustained relating to the $50,000 reward offer of proof that 
“Jews were gassed in gas chambers at Auschwitz.”223 
In civil suits between individuals, an apology is often the goal pursued by the 
plaintiff.  In the infamous O.J. Simpson civil trial, the famous ex-football player was 
found liable to Ron Goldman’s family for a substantial sum of money.  Goldman’s 
father said he would renounce the money if Simpson would admit the crime and 
apologize.224  Similarly, Paula Jones, in her sexual harassment suit against President 
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Clinton, unsuccessfully sought an apology from Clinton as part of a settlement 
agreement.225  Apology can even be a goal of litigation in suits between two 
corporations.  In a suit brought by General Motors against Volkswagen, the demand 
by GM for an apology for theft of trade secrets by VW became a central factor in 
crafting a settlement agreement.226  
Even outside the arena of the courts, substantial interest in the offering of 
apologies can be found in contemporary treatments of many socio-political issues.  
Recent curiosity over whether the Pope would apologize for the Catholic Church’s 
actions during the Holocaust and just how strong the apology would be is one 
example.227  The issue of whether President Clinton should apologize for slavery in 
the United States is another.228  A recent Washington Post op-ed piece bemoaned the 
increasing tendency of American politicians to “apologize” for their actions while 
simultaneously trying to shirk responsibility for the deed in question.229  The article 
objected to the increasing use of apologies made only after the discovery of a 
transgression and as a preface to an attack on another party.230  It focuses on a letter 
from George W. Bush to Cardinal O’Connor apologizing for neglecting to criticize 
the anti-Catholicism of Bob Jones University, which then goes on at greater length to 
complain about how unfairly the candidate had been treated by the press over the 
matter.  In a reflection of the American concern with sincerity in apologies,231 the 
article also notes President Clinton’s “not really apologizing” for his relationship 
with Monica Lewinsky and the seemingly endless discussions in Congress over 
whether Clinton had apologized sincerely enough.232  The article ends with a plea to 
spare the voters the “theater of sham regrets.”233 
Not only are apologies sought after by many Americans and complained about 
when they are perceived to be insufficient or insincere, but it is also true that in the 
United states an apology correctly offered can be highly effective.  After the invasion 
of the Bay of Pigs, President Kennedy not only took responsibility for the fiasco but 
also took the blame.234  At the time, an admission of fault by someone in such a high 
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position of power was unheard of.235  The apology worked, however.  Americans 
forgave Kennedy and his administration for the colossal mistake.   
Thus, it seems clear that despite the American formal disdain for apology, there 
is a strong interest on the part of many Americans to have apology play a part in the 
resolution of their disputes.  Despite the tendency to characterize the Japanese 
implementation of apology in its dispute resolution mechanisms, both public and 
private, as an interesting aspect of a unique culture, it may in fact be Western culture 
that is unique in not providing a larger place for apology in social and legal contexts.  
After all, the moral imperative of forgiveness is a fundamental part of the Judeo-
Christian heritage.236  Thus it is remarkable that Western cultures do not 
accommodate this moral imperative which stands at the root of their religious 
heritage. 
The existence of a gap between the apparent desire for apology and the societal 
pressures which discourage apology suggests that there is potential for an increased 
role for the apology in the resolution of disputes between Americans both on the 
personal and collective levels.237  Despite certain cultural difference between Japan 
and the United States, American can certainly learn something of worth from the 
Japanese experience and may be able to put the mechanism of apology to use in 
more effective means of dispute resolution.  In fact, given the sublimated position it 
occupies in American culture, if the apology can be successfully used as an integral 
part of dispute resolution, its power to restore and rehabilitate frayed relationships 
may be that much more potent. 
V.  THE APOLOGY IN MEDIATION 
A.  The Benefits of Using Apology in Mediation 
Mediation is the method of dispute resolution most suited to use of apology.  In 
fact, apology already plays a role in some mediations, since many mediators can tell 
at least one story of a mediation in which, having reached an impasse, one party 
decides to apologize to the other and the two parties quickly reach a settlement.238  
Whether the apology was initiated by the mediator or by the party apologizing, the 
existence of such stories shows the powerful impact an apology can have in 
mediation.  Lawyers engaging in mediation should be aware of the possibility of 
introducing the concept of apology to the parties to mediation and in certain cases 
may be justified in gently pushing one or both parties to apologize.239 
The apology is well suited to mediation because mediation offers a creative 
alternative to adjudication.  Whether adjudication takes place in the courts or outside 
the courts in arbitration (where rules similar to court rules are often followed), the 
apology cannot be used.240  Mediation, which is outside the strictures of more 
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traditional court-like settings, is well-suited to the introduction of novel methods of 
dispute resolution.  If one of the goals of mediation is to break from the traditional 
norms of dispute resolution and come up with solutions that are outside the box, the 
increased use of apology appears to be tailor-made for such a process.241  Another 
goal of mediation is to avoid the time and expense of litigation while allowing the 
parties to sculpt their own solution to a problem.242  As noted above, there is 
substantial evidence that the offering of an apology can help dissuade a party from 
bringing suit.243  It is therefore not unlikely that an apology, in conjunction with 
some form of compensation for an injury, offered in a mediation could successfully 
move the parties towards settlement. 
Mediation is also well-suited as a venue for apologizing because one of the goals 
of mediation is to preserve and restore existing relationships.244  By creating an 
opportunity for parties to a dispute to examine their underlying relationship, 
mediation opens up the possibility of creating “win-win” solutions in which both 
parties emerge as winners and manage to preserve a pre-existing relationship.245  The 
effective use of apology, with its joint benefits to both the apologizer and the 
offended party,246 as well as its ability to restore relationships to their pre-injury 
condition,247 is particularly well suited to this beneficial aspect of mediation. 
The private nature of mediation is also conducive to apologizing.  Mediation, 
because it takes place outside the courts and because it does not involve a third party 
who will judge the parties, opens up the opportunity for the disputants to justify their 
arguments and humanize themselves directly to each other.248  Mediation often 
encourages the exploration of moral and emotional expression by activating a sense 
of responsibility in the parties.249  Due to the non-threatening atmosphere of 
mediation, parties often find themselves expressing some degree of concern and 
understanding for each other in spite of their disagreement.250  Because one party is 
more likely to come to understand the other and express sympathy for the other 
party’s situation, the informal and private environment of mediation is conducive to 
the making of a sincere apology.  Because the sincerity of apology is one factor that 
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determines whether an apology will be accepted by the offended party,251 mediation 
offers the most conducive atmosphere for the making of a successful apology. 
Of course, the use of apology in mediation is subject to criticism on several 
fronts.  Commentators on mediation and other methods of alternative dispute 
resolution have noted that the lack of an authoritative third party and the absence of 
binding rules of procedure and law encourage the appropriation of the process by the 
stronger party.252  Critics might wonder if a party is not being ill-served by mediation 
if he settles for an apology instead of pursuing substantial monetary damages which 
could have been obtained in court.  Encouraging the use of apology could be seen as 
exploitative of an emotionally weaker or more dependent party to mediation.  Such 
criticisms cut to the core nature of mediation as a method of dispute resolution.  As a 
party-driven process in which the disputants retain control of both procedure and 
outcome, weaker parties may be subject to exploitation and mediators may have an 
ethical duty to ensure that apology is not used to the detriment of one party.  
However, it should be noted that merely because a disputant opts for an apology over 
monetary damages that almost definitely could be obtained in court does not mean 
that the disputant has been taken advantage of.  Different parties have different goals 
and needs and the role of a good mediator is to ascertain those goals and work 
towards facilitating their realization.253 
B.  Hurdles to the Use of Apology in Mediation 
Even if it is understood that apology can help facilitate the goals of mediation, 
increased use of the apology in mediation is still subject to significant hurdles.  
Lawyers engaged in mediating a dispute or in representing a party in mediation are 
simply unlikely to think of the possibility of apologizing.254  American legal 
education, focused as it is on individual rights and the adversarial system, rarely if 
ever takes note of mediation, much less apology.  Most lawyers are therefore 
unaware that the possibility of apologizing even exists.  Lawyers engaged in 
representation of clients in mediation are likely to see their roles in adversarial terms 
and may hesitate to suggest making an apology because it does not appear to be 
consonant with notions of maximizing benefits to the client at the “adversary’s” 
expense.255  Even those lawyers educated about the potential benefits of apologizing 
may hesitate to suggest apologizing for fear of being viewed as disloyal, or simply 
not aggressive enough, by the lawyer’s own client.256  Clients often hire their lawyers 
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to take a strongly adversarial stance for them and suggesting making an apology 
could be seen as a breach of the client’s duty of loyalty. 
An even larger hurdle which stands in the way of increased use of the apology in 
mediation is the fear of liabilities which might arise if one party apologizes to 
another during the course of mediation, the mediation eventually breaks down, and 
the parties proceed to trial.  Can the party on the receiving end of the apology use the 
apology as an admission of liability in a later court proceeding?  The answer is “it 
depends.”  Specifically, it depends on just how confidential information revealed 
during a mediation is.  Confidentiality varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and 
will also depend on different judges’ interpretations of various rules and laws. 
1.  Federal Rule of Evidence 408 
Rule 408 of the Federal Rules of Evidence257 was enacted to correct inadequacies 
in the Common Law rules which the statute succeeded.  Under the Common Law, 
statements made during settlement negotiations were admissible in court unless 
posed as hypotheticals.  Use of the words “without prejudice” preceding a statement 
helped ensure that a statement would be deemed hypothetical.258  The purpose of 
Rule 408259 was to expand the confidentiality of private statements made during 
settlement negotiations260 and to promote settlements by getting rid of the Common 
Law reliance on legal formalisms.261 
Rule 408, however, has significant limitations which make it inadequate 
protection for an apology offered by one party during mediation.  First, Rule 408 
bars statements made during settlement negotiations from introduction at trial.262  It 
does not cover pre-trial discovery, when any apology made during mediation would 
be admissible, nor does it cover administrative or legislative hearings.263  Perhaps 
even more significantly, because Rule 408 focuses on admission at trial, it does not 
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protect a party from revealing an apology to the public at large.  Second, Rule 408 
bars only evidence introduced at trial “to prove liability for or the invalidity of the 
claim or its amount.”264  The rule specifically allows for introduction of statements 
for the purpose of proving bias or prejudice of a witness and others.265  The loophole 
created by the rule may be so large as to negate the rule’s effectiveness.  For 
example, a defendant who admitted guilt while apologizing during a mediation 
session might find the statement being used to impeach him if he were later to deny 
guilt at trial.266  Third, Rule 408 can only be relied upon by parties to litigation.  Thus 
there is no bar to admitting an apology made during a mediation where the 
apologizing party is not a party to the litigation.267  This could create serious 
problems for the apologizer, with the possible result of being forced to defend 
numerous other suits inspired by revelation of the apology.  Thus, Rule 408 offers 
scant protection for apologies made during the course of mediation. 
2.  Private Contractual Agreements 
Parties to mediation can and often do enter into pre-mediation confidentiality 
agreements.268  Contractual agreements have the benefit of being able to address a 
broad variety of matters.269  Thus a confidentiality agreement can be created which 
not only makes statements made during mediation inadmissible in court, but also 
provides penalties for revealing statements to the public or to other potential co-
plaintiffs.270  But private confidentiality agreements have several weaknesses.  First, 
there is always the risk that a court will find the contract unenforceable as void 
against public policy.271  Courts often disregard private contracts which bar a court 
from hearing evidence as contrary to the court’s right to hear every man’s 
evidence.272  Second, even if a contract is enforceable, the inclusion of penalties for 
revealing statements to third parties may not remedy the problem.273  Finally, 
contractual agreements are not binding on third parties and therefore provide no 
protection from claims and revelations made by those not party to the mediation.274 
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3.  Confidentiality Statutes 
Confidentiality statutes creating privileges for parties engaged in mediation offer 
the best hope for protecting the confidentiality of an apology made during a 
mediation session.  However, mediation statutes vary significantly from state to state 
in several ways.  First, significant differences exist regarding the scope of 
information which is protected.  Typically, statutes cover all communications during 
mediation between the mediators and the parties as well as between the parties 
themselves.275  Some states limit the scope of information covered by making the 
privilege applicable only to statements which are relevant to the issue being 
mediated, while others create specific subject-matter exceptions.276  Second, statutes 
vary according to whose statements are covered.  In many states the privilege applies 
to all participants, but in several states only information originating with the 
mediator or mediation program is privileged.277 
Some state legislatures have opted against absolute privileges and have 
specifically signaled that the courts should develop the extent of the privilege 
through a case-by-case analysis.278  Courts engaging in a balancing of the costs and 
benefits of a mediation privilege typically apply the Wigmore four-part test.279  
Courts have historically been loathe to expand privileges,280 so attempting to shield 
apology from exposure may be an uphill battle where confidentiality statutes leave 
the privilege open to judicial review.  Protecting an apology from exposure is easiest 
in those few states which create an absolute privilege for statements made during 
mediation.281  Thus, key to an understanding of whether an apology should be 
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encouraged by either a mediator or counsel to a party engaging in mediation is an 
understanding of the local confidentiality statute.   
Conflicts of laws issues remain a problem, however, even where a state 
statutorily provides absolute immunity.  According to the approach taken by the 
Restatement on Conflict of Laws,282 the local law of the forum will determine the 
admissibility of evidence.  This could create problems if a mediator or a party to 
mediation in a state with an absolute mediation privilege were subpoenaed by a party 
in a state with no mediation confidentiality statute.283  Where the forum state 
recognizes a privilege, cases have thus far barred the introduction of statements made 
in a jurisdiction which does not recognize that same privilege.284  Federal diversity 
cases present another troublesome area where mediation privileges vary in the two 
states.  Federal courts in diversity cases usually have applied the privilege rule of the 
forum state, once again opening up the possibility of the release of information 
originally thought to be privileged.285 
At least one Federal District Court has barred evidence from an ADR proceeding 
conducted in a state with a strong confidentiality statute from being introduced in a 
federal proceeding.  In United States v. Gullo286 the defendant had made statements 
during the mediation of an arbitration proceeding in New York Sate.  The court 
looked to Federal Rule of Evidence 501287 which allows courts to recognize 
privileges by balancing several factors.288  The court found a strong policy in favor of 
full disclosure of the facts in criminal cases as well as a policy in favor of 
participation in ADR proceedings.289  Because the privilege served to promote 
participation and because the United States had not shown particularized need for the 
evidence, the court recognized the privilege and suppressed the statements made 
during the mediation proceeding.290  Gullo is the only example of a court applying 
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another jurisdiction’s mediation privilege.  The decision does not create a bright-line 
rule, however, even for federal courts in New York State.  The court left open the 
possibility that a more particularized need shown by the United States would have 
justified disallowing the privilege, leaving some uncertainty as to how the privilege 
will hold up in future cases.291 
In conclusion, while one can be reasonably sure that an apology offered during a 
mediation session will not be introduced as evidence in a later trial in states with the 
strictest confidentiality statutes, the situation in many states remains unclear and 
potentially risky.  The promotion of an increased emphasis on apology in legal 
education as well as the promotion of increasingly broad confidentiality statutes on 
both the state and federal levels offer the best hope for an increased use of apology in 
mediation. 
C.  Using Apology in Mediation 
Because there is ample room for increased use of the apology in American 
culture, and particularly in mediation, mediators and lawyers representing clients in 
mediation should be open to the idea of suggesting an apology as a means of 
progressing towards a mutually beneficial settlement.  Facilitating a meaningful 
apology which leads to forgiveness, or at least some sense of satisfaction on the part 
of the apologizee, should be a goal for lawyers engaged in mediation once a party 
decides she would like to apologize.   
Lawyers engaging in mediation should be sure to encourage apology in those 
situations which are appropriate for the medium.  However, deciding which types of 
injuries lend themselves to an apology is admittedly not easy.  Clearly, extremely 
violent injuries such as those inflicted by rape or murder may not lend themselves to 
apology.  While it has been suggested that apology is best suited to repairing psychic 
harm,292 the examples cited above of the woman injured by the Dalkon shield and 
victim-offender mediations suggest that there may be broader uses for apology than 
one might at first imagine.  Perhaps the best a lawyer/mediator or 
lawyer/representative can do is keep her mind open to exploring the possibility of 
using an apology as an effective tool. 
Given the American interest in the underlying emotion of the party offering the 
apology, lawyers must be sure to facilitate only those apologies which are 
authentically desired by the apologizer.  Thus, advising a party to apologize purely 
for strategic reasons, while not problematic for strict consequentialists, is unlikely to 
have positive ramifications.293  First, it may not be easy for an insincere party to 
successfully fake the emotions necessary to make a convincing apology.294  If the 
apology is perceived as insincere, there is a substantial risk of further alienating the 
other party.  Second, advising clients to apologize purely for strategic reasons has 
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ethical implications.295  It is no different from advising a client to dissemble about 
other matters.296 
The method by which the apology is offered may also play a role in how sincere 
the apology is perceived to be.  Although many lawyers may instinctively want to 
speak for their clients and many clients may wish to use their attorneys as 
spokesmen, there is no doubt that an apology offered directly by the offending party 
is much more effective.  The apologizee is in a better position to judge the 
underlying emotions of the apologizer.  Similarly, a spoken apology is generally 
more effective in conveying sincerity than a written apology, especially in disputes 
between two individuals.  Of course, there may be times when a written apology is 
most appropriate, such as in cases where one or both parties wish to publicize the 
apology for vindication or in the case of injuries involving large groups of people. 
Simply because sincerity is a major factor to be considered does not mean that a 
lawyer should not broach the subject of apology even where the client has not 
expressed any sincere remorse.  A lawyer/representative or lawyer/mediator should 
feel free to at least raise the possibility with a party to mediation.  It is possible that 
the mere suggestion may cause a party to recognize the fact that she does feel some 
remorse for the plight of the other party.  There are probably few offenders who feel 
absolutely no sympathy for the other party’s injury.297  A lawyer/mediator or 
lawyer/representative may even point out that strategic benefits may be reaped from 
the offering of an apology.  After all, people can gain financial benefits from doing 
what is morally right and the two are not mutually exclusive.298  
Jonathan Cohen has advocated the use of “safe apologies,” which can also be 
used in mediation.  By “safe apology,” Cohen means accompanying an apology with 
a statement that the speaker does not want the apology to be used against her to 
create liability.299  While such an apology might lack the power of a naked apology 
offered without any attempt at insulation from liability, it may still have some 
positive impact on the other party.  There is nothing ethically wrong or duplicitous 
with an expression of some regret accompanied by an attempt to shield oneself from 
the possibility of future needless conflict.  Such an approach may be a particularly 
wise one in jurisdictions where the confidentiality of statements made during 
mediation is less secure.300  
Finally, envisioning the apology as a constructive ritual as opposed to a 
bargained-for exchange may be helpful in promoting the use of apology in 
mediation.301  While it may be natural to depict the offer and acceptance in terms of a 
bargain, especially for those trained in the adversarial system, apology does not lend 
itself to categorization as an exchangeable good.  It is impossible to gauge the 
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precise value of an apology.302  First, it is difficult at best to predict how the other 
party will react to the offering of an apology.303  Second, the sense that an apology 
has made a difference in situations where parties have settled and not gone on to 
litigation is difficult to evaluate without measuring the costs of the alternative.304  An 
exchange model also fails to explain why an apology may work in one case and not 
in another similar situation.305 
Instead, apology should be viewed as a corrective ritual which restores a moral 
power imbalance between two parties.306  The effectiveness of an apology is 
therefore dependent not only on the speaker, but also on the injured party.  It is 
through acknowledging the apology and perhaps forgiving, that the apologizee closes 
the circle and restores the moral equilibrium between the two parties.307  This view of 
apology is in keeping with the core nature of mediation, which is outside the 
traditional and artificial boundaries created by litigation and open to the possibility 
of non-traditional solutions.  Apology as ritual also separates the intangible nature of 
apology from the more tangible issues and offers that are also present in most 
mediations and which may accompany an apology.308  As a delicate interchange, as 
opposed to an exchange, a successful apology is dependent on the right timing, the 
right environment, and the right parties. 
VI.  CONCLUSION 
The benefits of apologizing are largely ignored in American society, in which 
apology is often denigrated and ignored as a means of dispute resolution.  As we 
increasingly turn towards methods of alternative dispute resolution to resolve our 
problems it is not unlikely that we can learn something of worth from Japan, a 
society in which both alternative dispute mechanisms and apology have long been 
put to use, often in tandem.  Because of its party-driven character and its status 
outside of traditional norms, mediation offers an ideal venue for the increased use of 
apology.  The use of apology, with its power to restore relationships, offers hope for 
more successful mediations, where the goal is often to preserve existing 
relationships.  Lawyers engaging in mediation, whether as lawyer/mediators or as 
lawyer/representatives, should therefore be aware of the potential of this under-
utilized means for resolving disputes and seek to use it as a means towards the end of 
mutually beneficial settlements. 
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